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Ways to die.

• Accidents and trauma
• Infectious disease

• Cancer
• Old age/organ failure



Definitions:
Aging vs. Senescence

• Aging is about the passing of time

• Senescence is about increasing vulnerability
and decreasing efficiency with age



Do all creatures senesce?

• Mammals and birds?
• Trees and other plants?
• Arthropods (including insects)?
• Snakes, turtles, lizards etc?
• Frogs and salamanders?



Mammals



Birds



Plants



Arthropods



Reptiles



Amphibians



Why are we born just to suffer
and die?

Because those of our ancestors that
suffered and died out-reproduced

those that didn’t.

Is senescence a product of evolution?



Decline with age: evolution or
something else?

• Perhaps we just wear out like a car?



Reasons to think that senescence
is more than just wearing out:

• Most of our cells have the ability to replace
themselves.

• Senescence doesn’t start at birth or conception. It
starts at sexual maturity.

• It progresses at very different rates. That’s true at
the individual, population and species levels.

• Heritability and gender bias.
• Accelerated aging.
• Lack of medical progress on maximum longevity.



Ok, so senescence evolves.
Who cares?

• If not for senescence, 90% of us would live
to 100.

• If not for senescence, half of us would live
to 1200 years!

• In light of that fact, senescence, whatever it
is, is the most profound factor influencing
human existence. It is the human condition.



August Weismann

• 1890 The first evolutionary hypothesis for
senescence.



The problem with Weismann’s
hypothesis

• All else being equal, longer lives provide
more reproductive opportunities than
shorter ones.

• From the perspective of natural selection,
kids that you produce yourself are each
twice as ‘valuable’ as grandkids.



Sir Peter Medawar
• 1952 Thought experiment with test

tubes: a world without senescence.

• Of a population of 100 tubes, a smaller
and smaller fraction would be left
every year due to breakage.

• If test tubes had genes then “selection”
on late-acting genes would be weaker
than “selection” on early acting genes.



Problems with Medawar’s
hypothesis

• Why does decline start so early in life?



George C. Williams

• 1957 Building on Medawar’s work.

•  The theory of Antagonistic Pleiotropy.



Williams’ theory of senescence

• There are about 10,000,000,000,000 cells in
an adult human.

• There are only 30,000 genes in the human
genome.

• Most genes must do more than one thing.



Williams’ theory of senescence

• If a gene has a positive effect early in life, and a
cost (or a bad effect) late in life, then natural
selection will favor it in spite of the bad effect.

• This is because early effects ‘count more’ than late
effects.

• They count more because almost everybody is
alive for the early effects, but many are dead
before the costs kick in.



The Evolutionary theory of
senescence after 1957

• The theory seems clearly to be true based
on indirect evidence.

• But no one has managed to find a gene with
early benefits and late costs resulting in
senescence.



Telomeres and senescence
• DNA in animals (and plants and fungi) is divided into

chromosomes.

• Each chromosome is a single molecule. It’s effectively
a long chain.

• Every time a cell divides, the chromosomes are
duplicated by an enzyme.

• That enzyme can’t get to the very end of the
chromosome, so the new copy is jut a bit shorter than
the original.



The ends of chromosomes

• If the ends of chromosomes contained genes, then
failure to copy the ends would cause a disaster.

• Natural selection has placed a ‘cap’ on the ends of
our chromosomes. This ‘telomere’ has no meaning
so it does not cause a problem when a little bit is
lost.              AATTAGCAATTAGC

• But as a result, cells can only divide a fixed
number of times in life. When the telomere is all
gone, the cell can’t replace itself.



The telomeres you have at birth
are all you get

• Repair

• Maintenance

• Growth



So why not add more telomere?

• Adding telomere is not difficult.

• But for some reason, natural selection
refuses to do it, even though it would
seemingly allow us to stay young for our
whole lives.

• Is natural selection stupid or something?



Telomere erosion: a double
edged sword

• Ten Trillion cells in the body.
• Most are capable of replacing themselves
• Our cells are constantly being bombarded with

radiation and poisons that damage our DNA and
produce mutations.

• Nearly every cell in the body is a potential cancer.
• Yet kids and young adults (reproductive age)

almost never get cancer.
• Why???



Telomeres, cancer and
senescence

• When a mutation initiates a tumor, the cell divides
and divides until it runs out of telomere. Then it
stops.

• We probably have thousands of these dormant
tumors all over our body that we never find out
about.

• Every mole, every freckle, a potential tumor
rendered harmless by telomere erosion.

• That’s an amazing early-life benefit but…



…the late life cost is old age,
decrepitude and death.

• Natural selection has balanced our
cancer risks with our need for tissue
repair.

• As a result, we live amazingly long
and robust lives given our tremendous
complexity.



Enjoy it!  It doesn’t last forever.



Loose Ends

• Rodent telomeres



Loose Ends

• Clones



Strange patterns

• Late life cancers
• Body Size
• Caloric restriction


